
Kinda Eclectic Tea Time  
by Independent Stampin’ Up! Demonstrator Caroline Hallett.  

www.craftyhallett.co.uk  

All Supplies from Stampin’ Up! – Available to 

buy from me either in person or online: 

Stamp Sets:- Kinda Eclectic (135350), Pictogram Punches (134261) 

Inks: Wisteria Wonder (126985), Soft Sky (131181), Crumb Cake (126975), Early Espresso (126974), Wisteria 
Wonder Medium Blendabilities Marker (131002) 

Cardstock:  1 sheet Kraft Cardstock 12 x 12 (133674),  3 sheets Very Vanilla A4 (106550) 

Ribbon –Wisteria Wonder Seam Binding (134572), Linen Thread (104199) 

Embellishments: Rhinestones Basic Jewels (119246), Gusseted Cellophane Bags (133770) 

Tools: - Gift Box Punch Board (135863), Stampin’ Trimmer (129722), Bone Folder (102300) Paper Snips 
(103579), 1 inch (2.5cm) Circle Punch (119868), Decorative Label Punch (120907), Sponge Daubers (133773), 
Itty Bitty Accents Punch Pack (133787), Scalloped Tag Topper Punch (133324), Elegant Butterfly Punch 
(127526), Bitty Butterfly Punch (129406) 

Adhesives:  Crystal Effects (101055), Sticky Strip (104294), Tombow Liquid Glue (110755), Stampin 
Dimensional (104430), Glue Dots (103683) 

Steps 

1. Before you start stamp 5 large butterflies in Wisteria Wonder and colour the edges 

using a Wisteria Wonder blendabilities marker or ink and a dauber.  Cover with crystal 

effects and put to one side to leave to dry 

2. Cut the sheet of 12 x 12 Kraft card down to 11 inches x 11 inches (27.9 cm x 27.9cm).  

From the off cuts punch two halves of the Decorative label punch and put to one side 

3. Following the instructions on the box maker make the box measuring 3 ¼ x 3 ¼ x 4 (8.3 

x 8.2 x 10.2 cm) – which is line up at L start line, punch and score, and Diagonal XL 

score 
From the Very Vanilla cut the following pieces 

a. 3 x 3 ¾ (7.6 x 9.5cm) you will need FOUR pieces for the sides of the outside 

of box 
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b. 3 x 3 (7.6 x 7.6cm) you will need ONE for the inside bottom of the box 

c. 4 x 3 ¾ (10.1 x 9.5cm) you will need FOUR pieces for the pockets on the 

inside of the box 

d. 2 x 4 (5 x 10.1 cm) you will need ONE piece for the tag 

4. Decorate the outside panels (a) as shown in the picture – stamping in Crumb cake for 

the leaves, and soft sky for the butterflies, don’t forget to ink the edges with a very 

little bit of Early Espresso using a dauber.  Use tombow or sticky strip to attach the 

panels to the outside of the box.  Take the butterflies from earlier to decorate outside, 

stick on one each panel with dimensionals.  Stamp out 12 flowers from Pictogram 

Punches – stamp 6 in wisteria wonder and 6 in soft sky – punch using the flower punch 

from the coordinating punch set – curl petals and attach with gluedots three on each 

panel. 

5. Decorate the inside panel (b) with the leaves stamp from kinda eclectic and crumb 

cake and attach to the bottom inside base with sticky strip or tombow 

6. With the short side at the top of the score board, score all four of the pockets (c) at ½ 

inch (1.25cm) on the left hand, bottom and right hand sides.  Trim bottom corners off 

at right angles and score fold lines 

7. Use the 1 inch (2.5cm) punch to punch out a half circle on each of the pockets, and 

then stamp the large star stamp from Kinda eclectic in Wisteria Wonder.  Use sticky 

strip to attach the pockets.  Insert tea bag pouches.   

8. Using the Scallop Tag Topper Punch make the tag (d), stamp on the bottom the dots 

from Kinda Eclectic in crumb cake, use Wisteria Wonder seam binding and Linen thread 

to decorate.  Slot into one of the pockets. 

9. Place your biscuits or gift in a cello bag and secure top with wisteria wonder seam 

binding  and secure the top of the box by looping in the opposite sides 

10.Stamp sentiment stamp from kinda eclectic using Early Espresso onto a scrap of Very 

Vanilla and punch using decorative label punch.  Layer with the 2 half pieces of 

punched out kraft cardstock and using dimensional sticky pads secure to the top of the 

box.  Layer up the final large butterfly with a small butterfly stamped in soft sky.  

Attach a string of three rhinestones and colour with the Wisteria Wonder Blendabilities 

Marker pen, and attach to top of box using dimensional.   

Enjoy.  Any problems please email me on mrscarolinehallett@gmail.com  

There are no new ideas in this world, just creative thought applied in different ways.  Thank you to those 
people who have inspired me, and I hope that you 

 find inspiration in this project to recreate it your way.  All products used are © Stampin’ Up!, Do CASE this 
project for your own classes, but please don’t try and sell these instructions on,  other than in a taught class 
one-on-one.  It’s bad for your soul and makes me sad.  It would be lovely if you use them and if you make 
something you share on social media, please consider a link back to me at www.craftyhallett.co.uk.  
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